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oday, certain people file for bankruptcy, 
businesses and individuals, and it no longer 
has the stigma it once had. Now it's almost 

considered wise, a way to regroup and come back 
again,” rightly said American Author and politician 
David Dinkins. “Bankruptcy is about financial death 
and financial rebirth...” opined American academic 
Elizabeth Warren. Today, these words of wisdom hold 
true for India too, particularly post-implementation 
of The Insolvency and Bankruptcy code (IBC), 2016, 
the biggest economic reform next only to GST. The 
Code, which consolidates and amends the various laws 
relating to reorganisation and insolvency resolution of 
corporate persons, partnership firms and individuals 
in a time bound manner, has also created a new 
professional domain and horizon of opportunity for 
Chartered Accountants. As such, responding to the 
need of the hour in this regard, the ICAI’s Section 
8 Company – The Indian Institute of Insolvency 
Professionals of ICAI (IIIPI), is writing its own success 
story, having captured more than 60% share of all 
insolvency professionals in India. (Report of Major new 
IIIPI initiatives given in inside pages)

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 
enacted in 2016, lays stress on providing commercial 
solutions to commercial issues. It allows genuine 
business failures a second chance and instils confidence 
in lenders about their rights and its enforceability.

The average time taken for insolvency proceedings 
in India is about 4.3 years, while it is only 1.7 years 
in high-income OECD countries. The recovery rate, 
which correlates with resolution time, is 71.9% in 
high-income OECD countries as opposed to 25.7% 
in India. India’s low global ranking of 130 on “Ease of 
Doing Business” index (2017) was also an outcome of 
its 136th position on Insolvency Rankings - the worst 
for a BRICS member country. This has since jumped 
30 places (World Bank Report: 2018) with IBC having 
played a key role in pushing Insolvency Resolution to 
the 103rd rank.

The transition from a fragmented legal system to 
a unified Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code has been 
marked by high expectations and challenges to its 
effective and expeditious implementation. The Code 
focuses on the corporate and individual insolvency 
resolution process working through Insolvency 
Professionals (IP) and Insolvency Professional 
Agencies (IPA) under the regulatory supervision of the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI). While 
the principle goal of IBC is to facilitate a satisfactory 
Resolution of a stressed account, in case of failure to do 
so, the IP assumes the role of the Liquidator, wherein 
the assets of the insolvent company are accumulated 
and sold off to facilitate payment to its creditors.

IBC vests the management and operations of the 
Corporate Debtor (CD) in an IP. The IRP/RP manages 
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the business of the CD as a going concern, tackles legal 
issues, including proceedings in National Company 
Law Tribunal (NCLT), convenes the Committee 
of Creditors (CoC), identifies suitable Resolution 
applicants, provides data rooms, organises due 
diligence/forensic investigations, evaluates Resolution 
Proposals and evolves consensus on proposals, etc. 
In the said background, a multi-disciplinary team of 
high-quality professionals could assist in executing the 
related tasks efficiently and within the specified time 
frame. The recent changes in Regulations in respect of 
Insolvency Professionals Entity (IPE) are expected to 
significantly impact this function.

Looking ahead, we see that with the recent 
withdrawal of various Stressed Assets Resolution 
processes by RBI, viz., SDR, CDR, S4A, etc., the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code has acquired a pole 
position for Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process 
(CIRP). The likely number of references under this 
channel is expected to grow significantly. Further, with 
the proposed introduction of the Insolvency process 
for Individuals and Firms, there is a likelihood of a 
substantial increase in eligible cases from this area also. 

While it is evident that the role of all qualified 
professionals in the area of insolvency is bound to grow 
rapidly, the practitioners of Chartered Accountancy 
(CAs) are likely to find a better fit with the requirements 
of the newest occupation. The rigorous training 
and exposure to the principles of accountancy and 
interpretation of financial information, ability to apply 
legal prescriptions, ensure adherence to a well-defined 
code of conduct, evaluate financial transactions, 
etc., provide CAs an edge over other professionals. 
Even as the large monetary value of the resolution 
processes requires an emphasis on capability, capacity 
and conduct (ethics), the profession of Chartered 
Accountancy already enshrines these values in its ethos. 
The added advantage of securing national wealth by 
preventing value loss due to delayed stress resolution or 
unnecessary bankruptcies is also an incentive for most 
CAs – the improvement in “Ease of Doing Business” 
rankings is an obvious outcome.

The traditional set of professions like law, 
accounting, health care and financial services, among 
others, are facing challenges to their head-counts with 
the increasing application of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) for process management and execution. A career 
in insolvency practice, with its requirement of multi-
dimensional skills, offers a significant potential for 
growth for those Chartered Accountants who are ready 
to seize the opportunities presented by a fast developing 
jurisprudence, rising stakeholder demands and evolving 
procedures. Let’s take this new professional domain in 
our stride. n
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A true friend is one who overlooks your failures and tolerates your success! - Doug Larson
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